Circuit –

everything your teams need
to communicate in a single app

One easy tool
Circuit improves teamwork by bringing voice, video, chat,
screen share, file sharing and storage, into one app.
Circuit provides a better way to work. A far more efficient
and effective way to collaborate, compared to today’s silo’d
applications. It’s one tool, with all the capabilities you need to
meet with your teams, have a quick call, exchange ideas,
and share information.

Voice

Everything is together in a single
pane of glass, making your
collaboration experience easier and
more productive.

Video
Screen share
Storage

Chat
File share
Recording

Mobile app
App extensions

Flexible choices for every business
Whether your company is a start up with 20 employees or a multinational company of thousands, we have
a package that’s right for you.
Team - For small teams who need an easy-to-use app that provides the foundation for efficient
collaboration
• Unlimited users
• 5 GB storage
• 6 users per conference call
Professional - For Line of Business teams who need an immersive collaboration experience with secure file
sharing amongst larger teams
• Unlimited users
• 10 GB storage
• Unlimited users per conference call
Enterprise - For companies who view communications as a strategic imperative, including seamless flow
between communications and business processes
• Unlimited users
• 20 GB storage
• Unlimited users per conference call

Circuit is available for free for as long
as you want. And when you’re ready
to add more people, features, and
storage, just contact us.

Teamwork is incredibly important for output, morale and retention.
But for teamwork to be successful, it requires speed and accuracy.
With Circuit, teams work together more efficiently. It’s your virtual
office making sure you and your teammates are always connected,
regardless of where any of you are. It’s easy to share your
thoughts, review your work, and engage more naturally.

Have a conversation
Tired of tracking down all your communications
for a specific topic or person? With Circuit,
all you need is just one conversation. All your
interactions, documents, and meetings are shared
in one private, persistent conversation. Collaborate
in whatever modality feels most natural - an
impromptu video call, a quick chat, or simply share
a file. Spend more time working, and less time
tracking.

Creating
Connect with your teams
What’s the best way to stay plugged in with the
rest of the team? Start a Private Conversation and
create a virtual meeting room for your project.
Keep your meetings, projects and content all
together in one place for everyone on the team.

Be open
When everybody in your company needs to be informed, start
a Community conversation. Stimulate creativity and problem
solving by sharing content and information that interests a larger
community within your organization. Get rid of those silos, be
open, and inspire everyone in your company to have a voice.

Be seen
Face-to-face meetings are a luxury these days. But Circuit’s high
definition video makes it easy to meet as naturally when you’re
apart, as when you’re together. See and be seen by your distant
colleagues and make your online meetings more personal and
friendly.

Be emotional
Need to spark some excitement and emotion into
your conversations? Get creative with rich text
formatting such as bold, italics, highlights, and
bullets. Or express yourself more freely and clearly
with fun and professional emoticons.

• Include the right
people in the
discussion
• Learn from the
knowledge of
others

Plug & Play

• Inspire broader
thinking

Circuit gives you plug & play connectivity to
Box.com, Exchange contacts, Outlook, and
traditional telephony solutions to improve
workflows and productivity. This means easy
file sharing from Box.com, access to Exchange
contacts, linking Outlook meetings and emails to
Circuit conversations, and having calls with people
who don’t have Circuit.
If you’re a developer
As a software developer you can create your own plug & play
extensions with all kinds of business, document, and messaging
solutions. Plus you can use Circuit’s robust WebRTC services such as
HD video and audio conferencing in any application or web page.
Circuit APIs are available to all independent software vendors,
developers and system integrators on free sandbox tenants at
developers.circuit.com.

Are you spending too much valuable time
looking for people, data and information?
According to a workforce transformation survey
conducted by technology analyst firm IDC, we
spend 8 hours a week looking for people,
7 hours looking for data, and another 7 hours
looking for information. That’s 22 hours of
unproductive low-value time! We can fix that.

Searching
Knowledge shouldn’t remain locked
in folders. It should be shared and
searchable, even after an employee
has left your team or your company.
With Circuit, it’s incredibly easy to
search and filter by people, messages,
senders, members, conversations
and files. Find what you need within
seconds.

Discovering

Organizing
In Circuit, all your relevant files and information
are centralized and stored right within the
conversation where they were shared. This way
everything related to a project or topic stays
within context. Now you can manage, track and
organize content much more efficiently. Say good
bye to project craziness.

Knowledge
Knowledge is everywhere in your company. But
how does it get circulated? Circuit’s Community
conversations provide the easiest way for
everyone in your organization to discover and
learn. Start an engaging discussion around a
topic that interests and benefits a lot of people.
Or join an existing Community and discover the
knowledge that’s already there.

Be social
Circuit is all the things you love
about modern social collaboration
in a secure enterprise app. It creates
online communities and promotes
cooperation, self-expression,
interaction, feedback, opinion and
idea sharing. You can like someone’s
comment, flag messages for followup, and set up voting to get others’
opinions, plus more.

• Be more informed
• Respond faster
• Speed your time
to market

Circuit labs
Want to get a glimpse of what’s coming soon?
Try Circuit Labs. Simply enable it under your
settings and start to play around with new
experimental features. Give us your thoughts
and be a part of our feedback loop to help make
Circuit even better.

Whether you’re working at home, in an office, or in a dispersed
campus, Circuit stays with you. And if you use your PC, tablet or
mobile device, your experience will always be the same.

Virtual teaming
Did you know that 75% of team members are
distracted during virtual meetings? That’s because
they lack the tools to collaborate in a dispersed
setting. Circuit’s multi-media conversation thread
and vibrant HD video keeps you from feeling
disengaged or disconnected from the rest of the
team. Start a chat, place a call, or turn on your
video so you can smile at one another. Never again
feel at a disadvantage for working remotely.

Moving
Locomote
Does telephone tag drive you crazy? Use Circuit’s
mobile app and make it convenient for others to
reach you while you’re mobile. Be a first responder
and pick up on the first call. Let’s put an end to
trying multiple forms of communications when
someone needs your help. Locomotion is easy with
Circuit.

Use any device
• Web Browser – All you need is access to the internet.
It’s that easy.
• iPhone or iPad or Android – Download the Unify Circuit app and
you’re ready to go.
• Experiment Circuit from your apple watch.

Swipe your call
Need to move locations? Simply swipe from your PC to your
mobile (or vice versa) and your call will move with you instantly. No
more scrambling, no more interruptions and no more disconnects.

Join from any phone
Are you stuck in a place where you can’t access
Circuit? No problem. Join your Circuit meeting from
any telephone by dialing into the dedicated Circuit
audio conference bridge. With Circuit, there’s no
reason you should ever miss a call.

• Be mobile
• Be responsive
• Be available
Receive all your calls in Circuit
Do you want all your calls to go to Circuit? Our
Universal Telephony Connector enables any SIP
voice platform to connect with Circuit. This means
you can receive calls made to your published
business phone number in Circuit. Likewise, if you
need to reach people outside of Circuit, simply type
in their phone number.

Need a break?
Put yourself in snooze mode and let people know you’ll be right
back. Snoozing will temporarily disable all your notifications so you
can focus on a task without interruptions - or so you can simply
take a break. Set it for 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours or all day. If you
get back early, simply resume.

Sharing inspires collaboration, and that’s how we get things done.
Whether it’s a thought, an answer to a question, or a link to an
interesting article, sharing is essential to great teamwork.

File sharing
It’s super easy and secure to share files of any size
from your PC or Box.com account. Simply click
on the paper clip icon and select your file. After
sharing, find them right where you left them in the
conversation feed, or simply search.

Sharing
Meeting recording
Great ideas are shared during conference calls. But
what if you missed the call? Record the call and
capture it all for later viewing. Any participant can
start, pause, and stop the recording as many times
as they want, and everyone can see. There’s no
better way to manage your time while keeping up
with projects.

Screen sharing
Why mess with a separate web conferencing app when you can
screen share in Circuit at no additional cost? While you’re meeting
in Circuit, you can share your entire screen, an app or just one file.
No more pass-codes or downloads. Circuit is productivity at its best.

Always-on storage and history
Circuit keeps everything stored and contextually rooted to your
conversations. It groups and organizes all your information and
interactions chronologically at all times in the conversations
where they happened. This includes your chats, videos, meeting
recordings, and documents. Ideas and knowledge from past
conversations are never lost, and everything is searchable in a
matter of seconds.

Sharing with guests
Did you know that 48% of teams include external
contractors, agencies, outsourcers and other
third parties? Invite them to meet you in Circuit
when travel isn’t an option. Simply send them an
invitation and they can join you in an engaging
voice, video and screen sharing conference call.

• Make your meetings
better
• Solve problems
faster
• Communicate more
clearly

Click-to-call your Exchange contacts
Because Circuit is centered completely around your
relationships, it’s easy to contact them from your
Exchange contact list. All it takes is connecting to
your Exchange account and entering in your server
address from your Circuit settings.

Everything is secure
You wouldn’t have it any other way. Circuit is a highly secure,
public, multi-tenant cloud offering. It relies on a secure web
browser for connection to the cloud, and the browser uses the
WebRTC protocol for real-time communications sessions. All your
conversations with other Circuit users are encrypted and secure.

Circuit brings voice, video, screen share, chat,
and file sharing into a single view.
It’s natural conversations.
It’s moments of insight.
It’s everyone working together.
It makes your teamwork better.
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